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...and the Dance continues

17/18 September, Fassbinder Hall, 21.00

Cristina Kristal Rizzo • TOCCARE the White Dance

TOCCARE the White Dance is a co-production between MilanOltre
and Torino Danza Festival, which will take place during the event
MiTo Settembre Musica. It deals with mankind in a time when
people have been living for months without any form of contact,
without touching each other [toccare=touch].
According to Cristina Rizzo, touching someone else means
touching all the possible others, including oneself, which leads to
radically rethinking the nature of being and time.
The piece has been created for 4 + 1 bodies involved in an endless
dance, a tactile composition where dancers let themselves go
fully. It is a “chamber type” dance piece which bares the almost
technological analytical precision and kinematic counterpoint of
the choreographic idea. The White Dance, the second part of the
title, hints at the famous album composed by the Beatles in 1968,
one soaked in oriental atmosphere and transcendental meditation, and also at the term Ballet Blanc, used to define a special
section of a ballet mainly populated with diaphanous and immaterial creatures wearing characteristic white costumes.
19 and 26 September – 3 and 4 October
Elfo Puccini Gallery, 11.00, 12.30, 14.30 and 16.00

Compagnia Sanpapié • A (1) Bit

Tristan Perich, an American composer and visual artist, created
a five-movement symphony taking inspiration from the extremely different types of music (from Strauss to the sounds of
the first Nintendo games, passing through Glass and Reich) and
in 2009 he published the first album ever on a microchip. It is a
guided choreography, to be followed with a headset, curated by
Lara Guidetti. Sanpapié surprises us once again and is going to
lead us for two weekends by acquiescing in and adapting to this
new life with a mask and respecting social distancing. Walking
a single file, each with his own headset, the group sets off to
discover Art Nouveau Milan in the area of Porta Venezia, Corso
Buenos Aires and the Lazzaretto. Every symphonic movement
comes to life in a different corner of the city crossing one’s path
with some odd figures, maybe statues… The journey finds in the
suburban railway station (Porta Venezia), its final destination.

20 September, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

S Dance Company/Mario CoCcetti
Whoman? + Sin

Whoman? is one of the latest creations by Mario Coccetti and
the S Dance Company whose research work investigates the
theme of identity. Their choreographic research and journey
explore masculinity and femininity, obligations and rules of
social interaction. The bodies free themselves from their original
sex on the stage, being constantly suspended in a fragile
balance between sinuosity and physical strength, softness and
contrasts, contradictions and certainties. Sin researches about
the border between distance and vicinity of human beings, relationships and desire to get to know and recognise each other
like a single body. A casual encounter in a dance hall kicks off
a relationship between two complete strangers who are going
to explore all its possible developments through the rhythmic
steps of tango in the time span of a night.
23 e 24 September, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Compagnie Hervé Koubi

Les Nuits Barbares ou les Premiers Matins du Monde
“I have chosen to bring my glare to what I feel is the most beautiful: the mixture of cultures and religions that help me draw the
foundations of a common geography on which we stand today,
most of the time without knowing. And I thought of our common
origins intertwined within the Mediterranean basin. It does not
matter whether we are Algerians, Spaniards or French: we are
first and foremost Mediterannean and this feeling of belonging
is much more ancient than the concept of nations.” (Hervé Koubi).
International media have described Les Nuits Barbares as
“spectacular, sublime and awe-inspiring”. Hervé Koubi rewrites
a thousand-year long story by staging the ancestral fear of
‘the stranger’, of those who are different from us, to unveil
the beauty of Barbarian cultures. It is an original piece which
combines the power of a war parade with the precision of
ballet and shows to the public’s eyes what is most charming
in the encounter between cultures and religions. Historical and
cultural elements are blended with breakdance and hip-hop
resulting in a sensual, almost spiritual mix.

26 September, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Compagnia Zappalà Danza • Come le ali

It is part of the project called Liederduett, almost an investigation into coexistence, symbiosis as a symbol of connection
and amalgamation through dancing. Following the conflict and
fratricidal violence of Cain and Abel staged in Corpo a Corpo, in
this piece sharing and harmony are transmitted by two bodies
dancing as one, while they remind us that the wings of the title
are also those of the angels. Starting from Cain and Abel, Roberto
Zappalà explores a world which appears to be a common experience but which is almost absent at the same time and he longs
for utopic coexistence, bond and symbiosis. What is stronger
and more direct than the metaphor of the unison, simultaneous
and synchronic being created while dancing to provide an image
to those expectations?
27 September, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Davide Valrosso • LOVE | Paradisi artificiali

When the search for beauty and pleasure becomes nagging and
turns into a need, addictions set in. You can become addicted to
any gesture, action and behaviour as long as it generates happiness. LOVE is the transformation into bodies of those artificial
heavens providing temporary satisfaction and generated by the
same psychological distress which one is trying to overcome.
It is a modified and blurry universe, made of vices and virtues
where any desperate attempts to love is shadowed by a tempting world that goes increasingly faster and by invisible forces
which push us towards addiction.
29 September, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Balletto Teatro Torino + Manfredi Perego
Studio su Anemoi + Primitiva

Manfredi Perego participates as a dancer, with one of his solos
of great impact, and also as the choreographer of a new piece
for the Balletto Teatro di Torino. Anemoi, sometimes you happen
to listen to the wind: some other times you hand it those thoughts you cannot give to anyone else. The dance stems from a
wound, an opening, which lets air inside the body…ideally at
least. Primitiva is a journey of memory inside the most ancient

self-perception we have, the wild one, which is at the same
time impulsive and fragile. That word reminds us of a very past
time, so far away in time that it cannot be thought of. This may
be the reason why there are few, clear sensations connecting
us to that root.

choreographic system of Bermudas deals with turbulences
and unexpected events by including the most diverse contributions of unknown bodies, bringing into the show the risk
and excitement of the encounter.

1 October, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30
Chiasma/Salvo Lombardo • Excelsior
In 1881, the Grand Bal Excelsior had its premiere at La Scala
Theatre in Milan. It was one of the 1800s most successful
Italian ballets in the world, based on Science, when it was the
prevailing and triumphant idea in the European society of
the time. The opera has an allegorical structure and describes
the fight between Light and Civilization against the barbarity of Obscurantism, which is an enemy of Progress, and
it finishes with a great final apotheosis where ‘all nations’
dance concord and harmony among ‘civilized’ peoples. And
today? What is left of the idea of the West and modernity as
its cultural heritage? The purpose of this Excelsior is looking
at that experience with a critical approach, through the
languages of contemporary dance and visual art, and translating it into current contents which mirror our times with
their contradictions.

Incubatore futuri coreografi

4 October, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

3 October, Shakespeare Hall, 20.00 > 23.00

MK/Michele Di Stefano • Bermudas_forever

Bermudas is a choreographic system based on simple and
strict rules generating a perpetual motion. Each performer
can adopt it as a condition to exist next to the others and
build a world whose rhythm can be shared.
The version of Bermudas_forever lasting three hours
requires two close and complementary spaces. In the first
one, the choreographic mechanism of the show is staged
by displaying it to those who are willing to try it from the
inside. In the second one, those who have decided to participate are instructed to immediately start a dialogue with
the performers, thus contributing to the development and
duration of what is happening in the adjacent space. It is an
open space; no dress code and experience are needed. The

Idillio + Eigengrau + ERROR#1

Incubator for future choreographers (C.I.M.D.) is a project aimed
at favoring generational replacement and is supported by the
Italian Ministry of Culture for the three-year period 2018/2020.
It provides mentoring and access to the job market for young
people aged 20-25 who want to become choreographers. Franca
Ferrari has invited three young but already well-established
choreographers, who work with this form of language, namely
Marco D’Agostin, Daniele Ninarello and Davide Valrosso, to
share their personal creative practices with the choreographers
to be participating in the incubator project. The three emerging
artists have been invited with their pieces, in particular Giorgia
Fusari with Eigengrau, Martina Gambardella with ERROR#1 and
Lorenzo Morandini with Idillio, and this year again they have
been given the opportunity to show a later and more mature
stage of their artistic process.
6 October, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Nexus/Simona Bertozzi • Tra le linee

Two music scores, which seem to free themselves from being
enclosed between formal and narrative boundaries, generate
an encounter between choreography and music. The floating
scores by Beethoven and Rihm blend to form a complex matter
rich in counterpointing and sliding, temporary conglomerates of
forces which unveil the essence of their combination while it is
happening, to then develop into a different balance and new
forms of disintegration. The short and marvellous piece by Wolfgang Rihm titled Zwischen den Zeilen, which means between the
lines, is a keystone in the structure of the artistic project. It
functions as a link between the stillness and calm introducing
and concluding Beethoven’s piece and the same composition by
the master from Bonn.

8 October, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Le Supplici/Fabrizio Favale

Lute + Ibis Tanz + The Wilderness

Ibis Tanz is performed by two dancers wearing pink tights and
barefoot on a pink carpet. There can be many pairs according
to the context and dimension of the place. The movements
are linear and codified but they are performed freely and in
an informal way. This dance is dedicated to all animals. Lute
explores an altered and dreamy visual direction. Immersed
in an empty space which is made shining by special light and
video effects, two figures appear but cannot be clearly identified. They dance and build objects. Are they part of the dream
or are they animals that dream? In The Wilderness dancers
perform rapid and light trajectories, tightly intertwined to form
drawings similar to those of swallows, an endless black embroidery against a gloomy background.
10 October, Shakespeare Hall, 20.30

Spellbound Contemporary Ballet
Spellbound 25

With great enthusiasm and emotional participation, MilanOltre shares the celebration of the 25th anniversary of Spellbound. During the evening four new pieces will be presented
by three international artists: Marco Goecke, Marcos Morau
and Mauro Astolfi. Äffi is one of the most successful creations
by Marco Goecke. It is a solo performed by extraordinary
dancers and Marijn Rademaker is among them with his most
memorable performance so far, Äffi has become part of Spellbound and their extraordinary dancers’ repertoire. The ‘new
creation’ by Moreau involves a group of young people who
celebrate Europe in the 21st century. Central are the pleasure,
desire and tensions generated by the music. Unknown woman
by Mauro Astolfi is a repository of memories and thoughts, a
bond with a prominent artist established through 20 years of
cooperation and sharing. Wonder bazaar, also by Astolfi, is a
hybrid study between past and present where it is possible to
stop turning around in circles while it becomes evident that
sharing true emotions with others is impossible.

Who were these Barbarians storming in from the north, these mysterious people
coming from the sea described in the Bible, chronicles and ancient monuments?
Who were these Barbarians coming from the East, the geniuses of the Dark Ages,
these Persians, Babylonians and Arab Muslims? From which unknown, forgotten,
rethought, assimilated or erased history have we inherited them? [Hervé Koubi]
These are Hervé Koubi’s words, whose projects were meant to be one of the highlights of the 34th
edition of MilanOltre. Luckily, it has been possible to confirm his and the Company live presence, among
all the international guests invited. This edition marks the conclusion of a three-year project which has
turned its gaze towards the Orient and this last year was exactly aimed at building a bridge between the
Mediterranean Basin and the Silk Road.
Due to the Covid outbreak, it is not possible for us to present the project as originally intended but we will
be able to fully show it in the next two seasons, 2020/2021 with the kind support of Fondazione Cariplo.
This edition will be expanded in space and time then: the physical absences, distances and time differences
will be covered thanks to a rich program of on-line conferences to bring the content of the festival to viewers
of all latitudes. A full schedule including shows, master class opportunities, book presentations, talks and indepth analysis is going to offer an overview of both national and international contemporary dance to help
fill the live performance empty space of the last few months.
A festival which gives space to the national dance scene and live music and, together with MiTo Settembre
Musica and Torinodanza is going to give the honor of opening this year’s edition to Cristina Kristal Rizzo,
Here follows a list of highlights: once again the groups of associated artists Roberto Zappalà and Simona
Bertozzi; the travelling project of Sanpapiè; for the first time here the artists Davide Valrosso, Salvo
Lombardo and Mario Coccetti. It is going to strengthen its connections locally by sharing projects with other
stakeholders, such as the Danae Festival for the new piece by Francesco Marilungo and the National Dance
Production Center DanceHauspiù for the video/performance of the young artist Gianmarco Porru.
The numerous Italian artists will be joined by the extraordinary ‘Mediterranean’ ensemble of the Compagnie
Hervé Koubi, based in Cannes but with multicultural performers coming from France, Italy, Palestine,
Bulgaria, Morocco, Algeria, Israel. Beyond themes and topics this festival’s idea is to bring people back to
theatre and share the emotion of live performance.

Tickets
SHAKESPEARE HALL Full price € 20
Reduced (under 35, over 65) € 12
Special price for A[1]BIT Incubatore C.I.M.D.
€ 12
Pre-selling costs included

SOSTIENIMIOL

€100
10 tickets ‘when and with whoever
you want’ + 2 free tickets
Vetrina Italia Domani/
Under35InScena (4/10/11 ott)

MIOLCARD
€60
6 tickets ‘when and with whoever
you want’

Teatro Elfo Puccini
corso Buenos Aires 33
phone 02.00.66.06.06
biglietteria@elfo.org
open Monday to Saturday
10.30-19.00

...and the Dance continues
Rino Achille De Pace, artistic director

FONDAZIONE
FRANCO - ITALIANA
PER LA CREAZIONE
CONTEMPORANEA

€36

MIOLDANZA
€50
tickets (dancers, dancemakers and
dance students)
DANCE CARD

Cards and Subscriptions

INFORMATION
BOOKING
PRE-SELLING

UNIMIOL

4 tickets (upon presentation of
university student card)

-50% reduction on full-price ticket
Find more on dance-card.org

MIOLAB
€50
7 tickets (only for participants in
the workshop of critical writing
MilanOltreView by Stratagemmi
Prospettive Teatrali).

BOOKING ON-LINE
• www.milanoltre.org
• write to biglietteria@elfo.org
• Buy over the phone by calling
02.00.66.06.06 (credit card, no extra costs)

OLTRE2020
As for master class opportunities,
book presentations, ‘sharing
training’, talks, online meetings find
out more on www.milanoltre.org

